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The Yorkshire Retriever Field Trial Society’s 16 dog All Aged Stake was held on the 
21st November 2017. 

 
On a cold and very wet day the Society ran its all aged Stake at Eagle Hall courtesy of Frank Boddy and his head 
keeper George Reap. The ground here being moor edge rough and rocky with intermittent scrub woodland is 
always challenging, even for the fittest and most agile participant, so we were all agog to see how a ‘man with a 
television camera’ would cope. This scenario arose as one of the competitors, John Halsted, was being shadowed 
for his participation in the More4 TV programme ‘The Yorkshire Dales & Lakes’ to be aired in the summer 2018. 
 
As always at Eagle Hall game came very regularly and the day was notable for the extremely high standard of 
shooting from our guns who set some challenging work for all the competitors. In this rough terrain with high 
cover dogs needed to be able to use their own initiative a lot of the time, with whatever help handlers were able 
to give when they were in sight. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There were many highlights on the day, one of which an outrageously long shot for a grouse over a wall and out 
into long heather on hummocky ground which accounted for four dogs, including our TV star. Another was a high 
downwind pigeon which fell out of sight three hundred yards behind and downhill of the line and even as 
everyone readied for a long hunt our eventually winner was out and back seeming to make nothing of what had 
been viewed as a serious challenge. 
 
The final rounds of the trial took us, with some relief to some small fields of former in-bye land with some 
pheasants and partridges to finish, including an excellent retrieve of a hard running cock pheasant by  Birgitta 
Staflund-Wiberg with Batsmoor Artistic Pink to complete proceedings. 
 
Our winner Laura Hill with Stauntonvale Moose Milk was the outstanding dog on a day, a number of the other 
dogs delighted the on lookers. 
 
We should also report that our camera man not only coped admirably with the ground but even finished the day 
smiling. 
 
Christopher Bourne-Arton 
YRFTS Chairman 

 

  

   


